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CRUISE REPORT (english version) 
THE FIRST IMAGES GIANT CORING CRUISE ON BOARD 
R!V MARION DUFRESNE (MD 101): 
HIGH RESOLUTION PALEOCEANOGRAPHY OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC 
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Labeyrie, L. Centre des Faibles Radioactivites (CFR), CNRS/CEA, 91198 GiflYvette cede x and 
Departement des Sciences de la Terre, Universite Paris sud-Orsay, 91405 Orsay, France, Chief 
Scientist; J.L. Turon and Y. Lancelot, co-chief scientists; F. Bassinot, assistant Chief Scientist, Y. 
Balut Director for oceanographic operations and the scientific party of IMAGES MD 101. 
11 IMAGES objectives. 
The IMAGES program addresses two major questions for paleoceanography: 
-How have changes in ocean properties controlled the evolution of global heat transfer through 
the deep and surface ocean and so modified climate. 
-How have changes in ocean circulation, ocean chemistry, and biological activity interacted to 
generate the observed record of atmospheric pC02 over the past 300 ka? 
IMAGES aims at a global integration of ocean secliment records with the Greenland and 
Antarctic ice records within the climate dynamic modeling effort. A temporal resolution of the 
order of cenUlries or better is a prerequisite for these studies. IMAGES recommends as a 
strategy the continuous sampling and analysis of high resolution records with better than 10 
cmikyr sedimentation rates. Records longer than 250 kyr are needed to clifferentiate the linear 
response to the insolation external forcing from the non linear interactions of ice, ocean, 
atmosphere and continental crust systems. This demands long sediment cores (several tens of 
meters) and a combination of precise geochemical and micro-pale ontological methods applied on 
sets of samples at discrete intervals (2 to 5 cm). Continuous and non-destructive physical 
properties records obtained on board on sediment cores will serve as proxies for high resolution 
(cm) interpolation of geochemical and micro-paleontological results. 
21 The IMAGES·MDIOI cruise: objectives and results. 
IMAGES coordinated a first international cruise in June and July 1995 over the North 
Atlantic and Norwegian sea on board the French RN Mm'ion Dufresne (MD 10 I , Brest -
Stornoway (Lewis Island) - St-Pierre - Azores - Marseille). 
Its main scientific objective was the collection of giant piston cores on rapidly 
sedimenting drifts and continental margins of the North Atlantic ocean and Norwegian Sea, 
along the track of the main thermohaline circulation. The cruise crossed the North-East Atlantic 
margins, the Feni Drift, the Scottish, North Faeroes and Norwegian margins (to nON), the 
Iceland South-East margins, the Gardar Drift, the NAMOC Channel, the Newfoundland 
margin, the Bermuda rise, the mid Atlantic ridge, and the Azores and Iberian margins. 
Additional objectives covered: 
- the contribution of Mediterranean waters to the North Atlantic intermediate waters, with 5 
cores recovered across the slopes of the Iberian margin; 
- the evolution of the NAMOC channel, in the deep North-West Atlantic basin, in relation to the 
growths and decays of the Laurentide ice sheet (8 Kullenberg and gravity cores). 
This was the maiden cruise of the new Mm'ion Dujresne, just 2 weeks out from her Le 
Havre shipyard. The ship had a very small number of problems, taking into account the number 
of things which were not ready just a few days before the departure. Two days were lost for 
engine problems. 
70 scientists, students and technicians from 22 institutions (13 countries) participated to 
at least one of the three legs. 43 cores (mean length over 30 meters) have been retrieved during 
the cruise, described and measured for magnetic susceptibility, p-wave velocity, y density and 
spectral light reflectance. The longest core, MD 95-2036 (52.64 m) was retrieved at 4461 m 
water depth on the Bermuda Rise. It covers about 150 kyr with a sedimentation rate over 30 
cm/kyr. The Calypso corer worked properly, once a few problems encountered at the be"innin" 
of the cruise had been solved (i.e. sliced or imploded PVC liner). 0 0 
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This report presents preliminary results, mostly obtained on board: core descriptions , 
physical properties and micro-paleontological stratigraphy. 
Color reflectance (between 40° and 55°N) and magnetic susceptibility (between 50° and 
700N) have been used for direct tuning of the time scales by cyclo-stratigraphy in the precession 
and obliquity bands. Ocean-wide correlations have been established over the last 250 kyr. 
3/ Areas studied during the IMAGES-MDIOl cruise_ 
Area I : Celtic continental slope at the southern end of the Channel (Trevelyan area. 3788 m. 
Core MD95-200 I: Meliadzec area. 2174 m, Core MD95-20021. 
These sites which present exceptionally high sedimentation rates (on the order of 50 cm/kyr 
during isotopic stage 3) made it possible to test the Calypso giant coring system. They are 
particularly suitable for high resolution studies of climatic and sedimentary variability during the 
last glacial period. 
Area 2 : Feni Drift. east of Rockall Plateau (55° N 15°W 1: 
This area is located along the initial pathway of the NADW in its journey towards the South and 
the West, and along the pathway of the main warm surface current of the North Atlantic (the 
NOlth Atlantic Drift) in its journey towards the Norwegian Sea. Numerous cores from about 5 
to 10 m in length have been studied previously on this sediment drift which is characterized by 
high sedimentation rates but irregular sedimentation processes. This area is a top priority for the 
CFR-DGO and German teams. About 5 cores were initially planned but, because of the 2 days 
of delay at the beginning of the cruise, only 2 cores have been retrieved (MD 95-2003 et 2004). 
Area 3 : north -west of Scotland: 
Coring of near coastal areas with very high sedimentation rates for the detailed study (temporal 
resolution on the order of lOO years) of climatic evolution since the last glacial maximum. Barra 
Fan, : Lat. 57°018N, 10°035 W, 2000 m (MD 95-2005 -boat drifted out of the planned target 
site- and MD 95-2006) and St Kilda Basin: 57°31 'N, 08°23'W 158m (MD 95-2007). Objectives 
of the University of Edinburgh (W. Austin). 
Area 4 : Faeroes Ridge: 
This area has already been studied based on short piston cores. This sill located between the 
North Atlantic and the Nordic seas has an exceptional interest because the its sediments have 
recorded both variations of the northward penetration of surface waters from the north Atlantic 
and the response of deep waters. Two cores retrieved at about 62°58N, 2°22W, 1760m (MD 95-
2008 et MD 95-2009). Sedimentation rate on the order of 10 cm/kyr. Top priority for the CFR-
DGO group and the German teams (GEOMAR, Univ. of Kiel). 
Area 5 : Viking Plateau. This area is already well known from the study of short piston cores 
and from ODP Site 644. It presents an exceptional interest for the study of the evolution of the 
Scandinavian ice sheet in relationships with Greenland ice records (GISP and GRIP) and the 
changes of the thermohaline circulation in the Norwegian Sea. The sedimentation rates are high. 
Two sites were cored: MD 95-2010 66°58N, 07°38 E, 1048 m; MD 95-2011 66°41N, 04°34 E , 
1226 m. Priority of the Univ. of Bergen (E. Jansen) and the German laboratories (GEOMAR, 
Univ. of Kiel). 
Area 6 : Bear Island. This area, which was located in front of the small Barents Sea ice cap 
during the last glacial period, plays an important role in the processes linked to the early 
deglaciation. The coring of a site with a high sedimentation rate was the main objective of the 
team from the Kiel University. Unfortunately, the two cores reu'ieved were badly damaged 
(PVC liners were badly sliced and imploded). (MD 95-20 12 n009N, 11 026E, 2094m et MD 
95-2013 n OIIN, 13°06E, 1638 m). 
Area 7 : southern margin of Iceland (Reykyanes. 600N-22°Wl. This ill'ea -which shows 
sedimentation rates on the order of 8-12 cm/kyr- has been previously studied during the 
Paleocinat I cruise of the RN Surolt (cores SU 90-32 and 33, 10 and 15 m in length , 
respectively). This area makes it possible to study, over a few climatic cycles, the northward 
extension of the warm surface waters of the North Atlantic Drift, the links with the evolution of 
the Iceland ice sheet, and tile intermediate waters history. Numerous ash layers can be dated 
with the Ar39_Af40 method to improve the time scale derived from orbital tuning of the isotopic 
stratigraphy. This area is a top priority for the CFR-DGO group. One core has been retrieved on 
the same location as core SU 90-33 (MD 95-2014 60°35 N, 22°05W, 2397 m). 
Area 8: Gardar Drift and mid-Atlantic Ridge (55°-SrN : 30-400Wl. The last results obtained by 
the CFR-DGO group tend to show that deep water formation took place in this area during 
glacial periods. The mechanism is close to the one observed today in the Labrador Sea (modal 
waters). There was no good core available in this area prior to the IMAGES-MDIOI cruise. 
This is a top priority objective for the CFR-DGO group. Two cores have been retrieved: MD95-
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2015 11 58°46 N 25°58 W 2630 m et MD95-20 16 it 57°43 N et 29°26 W 2318 m. The latter one 
has been retrieved on a location already studied by W. Ruddiman. The sedimentation rate is 
exceptionally high during interglacials (higher than 30 cmlkyr). 
Areas 9-10 : north-east margin of North America (44°_500 N : 400 -55°W). Sediments of these 
areas provide the best records of the massive iceberg discharges which corresponded to the 
"HeifU'ich events" initiated in the northern part of the Laurentide. At deep water depths , one can 
analyze the variations of the NADW in its southward track, out of its fOimation areas. The sites 
have been selected based on previous records from numerous cores obtained by the Lamont 
(LDEO, Univ. of Columbia, NY), the Canadian teams, or by the CFR-DGO during the 
Paleocinat 1 cruise. This area represents the unique objective of the Canadian teams involved in 
the IMAGES program (Univ. Of Fredericton, Univ. of New Brunswick, GEOTOP). A "non-
IMAGES" objective was raised by a group from McGhill University (Can.): a detailed sampling 
of the NAMOC canyon. This canyon follows on more than 2000 km the slope between the 
Labrador margin and the abyssal plain of the western Atlantic basin. It has been apparently dug 
by massive arrivals of turbid waters that flew out of the base of the Laurentide ice sheet during 
its periods of maximal extension. 8 cores have been retrieved on the NAMOC zone (MD 95-
20 1811 23). The first core retrieved for the Canadian IMAGES program was located at one edge 
of the Gibbs fracture zone, on the mid-Atlantic Ridge, south-east of Gardar Drift (MD 95-2017 
53° 03 N, 33°32W, 3100 m). Other cores were retrieved on the Canadian margin, north , east 
and south-west of Newfoundland, between 4150 and 878 m of water depth (cores MD 95 2024 
to 2033). 
Area 11 : Bermuda Rise. This high sedimentation rate area (> 30 cmlkyr) permits to reconstruct 
with a very good resolution the variations of surface subtropical waters from the Gulf Stream 
and the variations at depth of the boundary between the NADW and the AABW. Three cores 
have been obtained in order to cover the last climatic cycles (MD95-2034 to MD95-2036). The 
Core MD95-2036 is 52.64 m in length, the record for Kullenberg coring in the North Atlantic. 
These sites were the main objectives of the US teams. 
Area~ 12-13: Mid-Atlantic Ridge, Azores and western Iberian margin. The Azores and the 
Iberian margin areas have been previously studied during the 1980 and 1990 cruises of the RIV 
Surolt and cruises of the RN Meteor. They present high sedimentation rates (between 10 and 50 
cmlkyr). These areas are ideally located to study the evolution of the southernmost limit of the 
Polar Front during glacial periods and the contribution of the Mediterranean waters to the 
intermediate waters of the Atlantic. The sediments from the Azores have an exceptional interest 
for paleovo1canic and paleomagnetic studies. These areas are top priorities for the LGQ, tlle 
URA Orsay-Museum, Ifremer-Brest, LODYC-Paris, the CFR-DGO group, the German 
(GEOMAR) and Portuguese teams (Portugal Geo!. Surv.), and the British teams from the IOS 
and the Univ. of Cambridge. Between 8 and 10 cores were originally planned in this area, but 
only 6 could be retrieved because of the delay accumulated during the cruise (MD 95-2037 -
2042). 
Area 14: Western Mediterranean Sea. A high accumulation rate area in which it will be possible 
to reconst:mct the paleoclimatic evolution of the southern part of Europe (based on pollens and 
bio-markers) in relationship with the Mediterranean hydrology. Priority of the Universities of 
Salamanca and Barcelona (and collaboration with Brest-Ifremer) : MD 95-2043 11 36°08 N , 
02°37W, 1841 m). 
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RAPPORT DE CAMPAGNE (version fran~aise) 
A - PREPARATION DE LA CAMPAGNE IMAGES-MDlOI 
1/ Bases scientifiques: le programme IMAGES: 
La communaute internationale des chercheurs travaillant sur les changements climatiques 
est de plus en plus concernee par le manque actuel de connaissance sur les origines, les 
mecanismes, et les consequences des changements climatiques rapides observes dans les 
enregistrements paleoclimatiques (glaces, oceans et continents). Il ne fait plus de doute que 
l'ocean joue un role majeur dans ces changements, tant pour les transferts de chaleur que poUI' 
les contraintes physico-chimiques a long tenne sur la teneur en C02 atmospherique. Mais ce 
role est tres imparfaitement evalue, faute de donnees suffisantes sur la variabilite dynamique et 
physico-chimique des oceans. Les demiers n!sultats publies dans Nature (Bond et al 1993, Grip 
1993 .. ) montrent l'importance probable du couplage entre la fonnation des eau x profondes 
nord atlantiques (North Atlantic Deep Water, NADW) et la dynarnique des calottes de glace de la 
Laurentide, du Groenland et de la Fenno-Scandie; mais les transferts de chaleur entre 
hemispheres nord et sud, les flux de chaleur sensible et latente vers l'atmosphere, 
l'accumuJation de C02 dissous dans Jes oceans profonds, sont d'autres facteurs a considerer. 
Les outiJs pour etudier Jes systemes passes existent : composition isotopique de 
l'oxygene et du carbone des forarninireres pJanctoniques et benthiques, micropaleontoJogie, bio-
marqueurs (Uk37) pour reconstruire les gradients de temperature et [;alinite, les flux de carbone, 
et Ja paleoproductivite, traceurs magnetiques, mineralogiques et geochimiques pour reconstruire 
les apports des continents. 
Toutefois Jes carottes de sediment existant dans Jes collections ne suffisent pas 11 ces 
etudes : les series sont souvent incompletes, et pas assez de materiel n'est disponible pour 
realiser 11 tres haute resolution les analyses necessaires. De plus, ces carottes sont pour la plupart 
trop courtes pour couvrir une periode de temps suffisante (au moins les deux demiers cycles 
glaciaires-interglaciaires) avec la resolution temporelle necessaire a l'etude des changements du 
climat : cent 11 deux cent ans. 
Ces reflexions ont conduit 11 la creation du programme international IMAGES 
(International marine Global Change Study), anime par IGBP-PAGES (Past Global Changes) et 
SCOR (Scientific Committee on Oceanic research) et du prograrnrne US-NSF MESH (Marine 
Earth System History). Ces programmes meltent en priorite l'acquisition d'un grand nombre de 
carottes de sediment marin (2000 pour les prochains 5-10 ans) de grande longueur, et 
disponibles pour toute une serie d'analyses a tres haute resolution pennettant de decrire la 
variabilite des oceans au cours des demiers 300000 ans. 
En France, le programme paleoclimatologie du PNEDC a lui aussi mis en toute premiere 
priorite la description de la variabilite hydrologique des masses d'eau superficielles et profondes 
de hautes latitudes, en particulier en Atlantique nord. Le Comite Scientifique lnternational du 
PNEDC recommande une participation forte dans le prograrnrne de carottage IMAGES. La 
campagne Paleocinat, en cours d'exploitation, a foumi des infonnations tres importantes, mais 
les carottes obtenues sur le SUROIT sont trop courtes (10 11 15 metres): les demiers 
interglaciaires n'ont pu etre echantillonnes que dans les zones 11 faibles vitesses de 
sedimentation, oll la resolution est insuffisante pour des etudes paleoclimatiques quantitatives. 
Des carottages de grande longueur (40 m ou plus) sont indispensables 11 la poursuite du projet. 
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2/ Bases strategiques: 
La proposition IMAGES-MD 101 a ete le resultat de plusieurs facteurs: 
aI- Le Marion Dufresne II etait disponible 11 partir de la France (Brest) au printemps 1995. U 
devait disposer d'un sondeur multi-faisceaux moderne et de possibilites de carottages encore 
ameliorees. 
b/- IGBP-PAGES (Past Global Change) et SCOR ont decide de lancer en septembre-octobre 
1993 le programme international IMAGES d'etude du role de l'ocean dans les changements 
climatiques. Le groupe de travail WG 100 du SCOR, qui en etait le comite de planificalion, a 
mis comme premiere priorite la realisation de campagnes internationales de carottage geant et 
d'etude 11 tres haute resolution des sediments le long de 5 profils 11 travers les differents oceans. 
U a ete propose d'obtenir de differentes agences scientifiques , au niveau international, un 
support financier suffisant pour permettre de realiser la premiere campagne sur le MD, seul 
navire au monde pouvant realiser en routine des carottes de 50 metres. U s'agissait de realiser en 
priorite une couverture des differentes zones de l'Atlantique nord. La campagne devait servir de 
plate-fOlme de lancement pour le programme IMAGES, avec essais simultanes des differents 
modes de prelevement et d'etude en continu des carottes de sediment. La Grande Bretagne 
(NERC), les USA (NSF) , le Canada (NSERC), l' Allemagne, l'Espagne et la Norvege ont 
don ne leur accord pour participer 11 un financement international du MD. 
cl En France, la campagne a ete approuvee par l'IFRTP et le PNEDC (C.S. decembre 1993) , 
apres examen tres favorab le de la Commission specialisee Geosciences Marines de l'IFREMER. 
31 Bases financieres et organisation m-atique: 
Les regles d'organisation et de financement de cette campagne "test" n' ont pas ete celles 
qui seront adoptees definitivement pour les campagnes IMAGES 11 venir (encore en cours de 
discussion) . A l'etape preliminaire actuelle, chaque investigatellf principal etranger a finance par 
ses SUPpOlts nationaux une quote-part, 11 partir d'un projet de participation sur des objectifs 
precis. Toutefois , les investigateurs principaux sont ensemble co-responsables des operations 
de type IMAGES, en particulier l'etude en continu des parametres physiques du sediment et la 
stratigraphie, et des collaborations sont engagees sur l'ensemble du materiel preleve. La 
faisabilite de ce type de collaboration est un test majellf pour la faisab ilite du programme 
IMAGES. 
B • PROGRAMME DE RECHERCHE ET DEROULEMENT DE LA CAMPAGNE 
1/ Objectifs scientifiques orincipaux: 
a-Reconstruction de la variabilite de l'hydrologie de surface de l'Atlantique nord . reponse de la 
circulation profonde. et evolution simultanee de la climatologie peri-Atlantique nord au cours 
des derniers cycles climatiques (objectif IMAGES). 
Le theme principal de la campagne MOlOl etait l'etude de la variabilite hydrologique, 
dynamique, et physico-chimique des grandes masses oceaniques de l'ocean Atlantique, en 
liaison avec la climatologie globale et l'evolution des calottes de glace. Le but de cette etude etait 
d'allonger les series obtenues au COllfS des campagnes P ALEOCINA T et des campagnes 
equivalentes etrangeres , afin de mieux quantifier le role du for~age astronomique (et ses 
composantes autour de 20 et 40 ka) dans l'evolution du climat, tout en prenant en compte 
l'evolution non lineaire du systeme interactif forme par les calottes de glace, les mers polaires et 
la circulation profonde. 
Le trajet principal de la campagne suit grossierement la gran de boucle de circulation 
thermohaline dans l'Atlantique nord: les bordures nord et ouest de l'Atlantique nord pelmettant 
d'etudier l'histoire de la NADW (North Atlantic Deep Water), et la bordure est permettant 
d'aborder les relations avec les eaux profondes antarctiques (Antarctic Bottom Water, AABW) 
et l'eau intermediaire de Mediterranee. Des profils verticaux le long des marges et des reliefs 
sous marins ont ete realises pour reconstituer la distribution verticale des masses d'eau. Une 
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grande partie des carottes a ete prelevee sur les marges et les rides sedimentaires ou les vi tesses 
de sedimentation superieures a 10 cmJ 1000 ans permettent d'atteindre une resolution temporelle 
suffisante pour les etudes des processus climatiques (du siecle a quelques siecles) et permettre 
ainsi de preciser les relations de phase entre evolution de l'hydrologie de surface et reponse des 
oceans profonds. De tels taux d'accumulations conduisent toutefois generalement it des 
systemes sedimentaires instables, et une reconstitution precise de la structure des sediments avec 
sondeurs multi-faisceaux et sismique 3.5 khz est necessaire pour bien contraindre le choix des 
sites de carottage. 
b-Plusieurs objectifs annexes sont aussi abordes: 
bl- La variabilite haute resolution de l'aimantation remanente des sediments au cours des 
derniers 800 000 ans. 
b2 : la variabilite du 8180 des eaux interstitielles et la memoire de l'evolution du 8 180 de l'ocean 
au cours des derniers 150 000 ans. 
b3 : l'evolution de la sedimentation dans le bassin nord-ouest de I' Atlantique et la canal profond 
du NAMOC, en liaison avec l'histoire de la calotte Laurentide et des chenaux fluviaux sous 
glaciaires. 
2/ Strateeie d'approche et mHhodes: 
La strategie d'approche a ete celle definie par le Groupe WG 100 du SCOR pour 
IMAGES: 
Lors de la campagne - Les sites de la campagne IMAGES-MDlOl ont ete 
preselectionnees au niveau international en se basant sur l'etude de carottes existantes et/ou des 
donnees sismiques 3.5 khz, ou parce que ces sites presentaient un interet potentiel exceptionnel 
pour le programme IMAGES. Lors de la campagne MD101, un court survol de chaqlle zone 
preselectionnee a permis de preciser les localisations de stations en analysant la structure des 
depots it l'aide d'un sondeur 3.5 khz. Un reperage au multi-faisceaux des zones selectionnees 
devait etre egalement effectue mais le systeme multi-faisceaux novateur qui est developpe par 
Thompson sur le Mm'ioll Dufreslle n' a pas ete operationnel it temps pour la mission. Plusieurs 
operations differentes etaient prevues a chaque site: collecte des sediments de surface et des eaux 
de fond, carottage gravite grand volume (l it 3 m), carottage KlIllenberg 20 m double par un 
carottage de 40 it 60 m si les sectiments le permettaient. En fait, pour gagner du temps, l' objectif 
de carottage de grande longueur a ete privilegie. A bard, une batterie d'analyse en continu a ete 
realisee sur carottes ouvertes ou non, suivant le modele etabli lors des campagnes de l'Ocean 
Drilling Program (ODP): parametres physiques (ondes-p, absorption y, reflectance couleur, 
susceptibilite magnetique, images digitales), micropaleontologie, sedimentologie. Les 
equipements d'analyse ont ete fournis par les differents labaratoires patticipants, et leurs 
resultats compares en temps reel. L'acquisition par l'IFRTP, en derniere minute, d'une centrale 
d'acquisition en continu des proprietes physiques (GEOTEK) a permis de realiser ces etudes 
avec le standard de qualite des campagnes ODP. Pendant la campagne IMAGES-MDlOl, 43 
carottes ont ete recueillies, parmi lesquelles 29 ont ete ouvertes et decrites a bord et 5 ont ete 
echantillonnees en continu (pas d'echantillonnage de I cm). 
En laboratoire - Les parametres habituels de la paleoclimatologie quantitative 
seront analyses par les equipes de pointe dans le domaine au niveau international : geochimie et 
composition isotopiqlle des foraminiferes, fonctions de transfert sur les foraminireres et autres 
micro-fossiles, bio-marqueurs (Uk37), proprietes magnetiques, etudes des mineraux 
transportes par les glaces, des cendres volcaniques et des argiles, granulometrie, datations AMS 
14C et, si possible, Ar39/Ar40 Pour les carottes situees 11 proximite des cotes, les poll ens 
deviendront aussi un parametre important. 
Regles adoptees pour I'echantillonnage - Les moities archives d'au moins 
une cat'otte par station (ou groupe de station) resteront 11 Gif pour references futures. Chaque 
investigateur principal (P.I. ) co-finan~ant a acces it un echantillonnage en continu (ex. U-
channel) pour chaque projet approuve par le Comite Scientifique IMAGES. Le volume de 
chaque echantillonnage en continu dependra des etudes prograrnmees (depuis les U-channels 
2x2cmjusqu'it une moiM complete de carotte (12.5 cm). Les enregistrements continus non 
destructifs (imagerie couleur, MST) seront accessibles it tous. Le Co mite Scientifique IMAGES 
est responsable de l'elaboration des cooperations et de la coordination internationale en liaison 
avec L. Labeyrie, le responsable de projet. F. Bassinot coordonne l'ensemble des echanges 
entre scientifiques pour l'exploitation de la campagne. 
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31 Objectifs detaillt~s: 
Zone I : pente continentale au deboucM de la Manche (zones du replat de Trevelyan it 3788 m. 
MD 95-200 L et du replat de Meriadzec. 2174 m. MD 95 2002). Sites de test du materiel de 
carottage, 11 la sedimentation exceptionnellement rapide (de l'ordre de SO crnlkyr pendant le stade 
isotopique 3). Ces sites sont donc tres bien places pour I'etude de la vmiabilite climatique et 
sedimentaire lors de la demiere periode glaciaire. 
Zone 2 : ride de Feni a I'est du plateau de Rockall (S5° N 15°W). Sur le trajet de la branche 
initiale de NADW vers le sud et I'ouest, et des eaux de la derive nord Atlantique quand elles 
remontent vers la Mer de Norvege. De nombreuses carottes de S a 10 m ont ete ettldiees sur 
cette ride a la sedimentation rapide mais assez irreguliere. Zone de haute priorite pour CFR-
DGO et les co-associes Allemands. De I'ordre de 5 carottes etaient prevues, mais, compte tenu 
du retard, seulement 2 ont ete realisees (MD 95-2003 et 2004). 
Zone 3: nord ouest de I'Ecosse. Echantillonnage de zones cotieres it tres haute vitesse de 
sedimentation pour l'etude a resolution centennale de I'evolution c1imatique depuis le dernier 
maximum glaciaire: Barra Fan, : Lat. 57°018N, 10003S W, 2000 m (MD 95-200S - en dehors 
du site optimal- et MD 95-2006) et St Kilda Basin: 5r31'N, 08°23'W 158m (MD 9S-2007). 
Objectifs de I'Universite d'Edinburg (W. Austin). 
Zone 4 : Ride des iles Feroe. Zone deja etudiee par des carottes courtes. Inten~t exceptionnel, cm· 
on retrouve enregistrees a la fois les oscillations de la penetration de I'eau de surface nord 
Atlantique, et la reponse des eaux profondes au seuil vers I'Atlantique nord. 62°58N 2°22W 
1760m. Vitesse de sedimentation environ 10 cmlka. Zone de haute priorite pour le groupe CFR-
DGO et les equipes Allemandes. 2 carottes realisees (MD 95-2008 et MD 95-2009). 
Zone 5 : Plateau de Wiring. Zone deja connue pour I'etude de la periode recente pm· des 
carottages courts, et pour la partie ancienne par le forage ODP 644. Interet exceptionnel pour 
suivre I'evolution de la calotte de glace scandinave en liaison avec les enregistrements du 
Groenland (GRIP et GISP) et l'evolution de la circulation thelmohaline en Mer de Norvege. 
Vitesse de sedimentation rapide. Possibilite d'etendre la couverture existante en fonction de la 
proximite de la Norvege et de la profondeur d'eau. Sites realises MD 95-2010 66°58N, 07°38 E, 
1048 m; MD 9S-2011 66°41N, 04°34 E, 1226 m. Priorite pour l'Univ. de Bergen (E. Jansen) 
et les equipes Allemandes. 
Zone 6 : Bear Island: Cette zone, situee en avant de la petite calotte de la Mer de Bm·entz lors de 
la demiere periode glaciaire, joue un role exceptionnel dans la comprehension des processus lies 
au debut des deglaciations. Le carottage d'une zone d'accumulation a forte vitesse de 
sedimentation constituait I'objectif prioritaire de I'equipe de I'Univ. de Kiel. Les cm·ottes ant ete 
malheureusement assez perturbees lors du prelevement (MD 95-2012 n009N, 11°26E, 2094m 
et MD 95-2013 nOllN, 13°06E, 1638 m). 
Zone 7: marge sud de l'Islande (Reykyanes. 600N-22°W). C'est une zone exploree lors de la 
campagne Paleocinat 1 du N/O Surolt (carottes SU 90-32 et 33 , 10 a IS m de long it 8-12 
crnlka), tres favorable a l'etude sur plusieurs cycles glaciaires-interglaciaires de la remontee vers 
le nord et la Mer de Norvege des eaux chaudes de la derive nord Atlantique, les liens avec 
I'evolution de la calotte Islandaise, et I'evolution des eaux intelmediaires it pmtir de la 
composition isotopique des foraminiferes benthiques. Nombreux niveaux de cendres 
volcaniques datables en Ar39-Af40, quand la methode sera fonctionnelle au CFR, pour ameliorer 
la chronologie absolue derivee de la stratigraphie isotopique. Objectif prioritaire CFR-DGO. 
Une carotte realisee a l'emplacement de la carotte SU 90-33 (MD 95-201460°35 N, 22°0SW, 
2397 m). 
Zone 8 : Ride de Gardar et ride media Atlantique (SSO -S7°N-30-400W2. Les derniers travaux du 
CFR et du DGO semblent montrer que c'est dans cette zone que se forment les eaux profondes 
en periode glaciaire, par un mecanisme voisin de celui se deroulant actuellement en Mer du 
Labrador (eaux modales). Il n'existe pas de bonne carotte etudiee sur la zone. Objectif prioritaire 
CFR-DGO. Deux carottes ont ete realisees, MD 9S-2015 it 58°46 N 25°58 W 2630 m et MD 95-
2016 a 57°43 N et 29°26 W 2318 m. La sec on de de ces carottes a ete prelevee sur un site deja 
echantillonne pm· W. Ruddiman, pour lequella vitesse de sedimentation en periode interglaciaire 
est exceptionnelle (superieure a 30 crnlkyr). 
Zones 9-10: Marge nord est du continent Americain (44°-SooN: 40° SSOW). C'est la zone qui 
doit enregistrer de fa<;on la plus sensible les arrivees d'icebergs associees aux debacles des 
"niveaux de Heinrich" issus de la region nord de la Laurentide. En profondeur, on peut y 
enregistrer les caracteristiques des eaux profondes (NADW) dans leur u·ajet vers le sud, hors 
des zones de formation. Plusieurs zones carottees par le Lamont (LDEO, Univ. de Columbia, 
NY), les canadiens ou lors de la campagne Paleocinat 1, ont servi de cible. Cette zone est 
I'objectif unique des equipes canadiennes. Un auU·e objectif, lui aussi Canadien, vise lln 
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echantillonnage serre d'une portion du canyon du NAMOC. Ce canyon suit pendant presque 
2000 km la pente entre le talus continental du Labrador et les profondeurs du bassin ouest 
Atlantique. Le canyon est apparemment creuse par des masses d'eau turbides issues des 
ecoulements sous glaciaires lors des periodes d'extension de la calotte Laurentide. 8 carottes, 
dont l'une de 34.8 m, ont ete realises sur cette zone (MD 95-2018 11 23). La premiere des 
carottes pour le programme IMAGES Canadien a ete realisee en bordure de la fracture de Gibbs, 
sur la ride medio-Atlantique au sud-est de Gardar (MD 95-2017 53° 03 N, 33°32W, 3100 m). 
Les autres carottes ont ete realisees sur la marge Canadienne au nord, 11 I' est et au sud-ouest de 
Terre Neuve (MD 95 2024 11 2033), entre 4150 m et 878 m de profondeur. 
Zone I I : Ride des Bermudes. Zone de grand interet pour suivre 11 tres haute resolution (vitesse 
de sedimentation de 30 cmlka ou plus) les oscillations, en surface, des eaux subtropicales du 
Gulf Stream, et en profondeur la limite entre NADW et AABW. Trois carottages successifs ont 
ete realises afin de couvrir les derniers cycles climatiques (MD95-2034 11 MD95-2036). La 
carotte MD95-2036 fait 52.64 m de long, le record de longueur pour un carottage Kullenberg 
pour l' Atlantique). Principal objectif des equipes US. 
Zones 12-13: Ride medio-Atlantique. Acores et Marge ouest de la Peninsule lberique 137°N 
JOOW). La zone comprenant la marge iberique et la zone des A~ores, etudiee en particulier par 
les campagnes de 1980 et 1990 du Surolt et des campagnes du Meteor, presente une forte 
vitesse de sedimentation (entre 10 et 50 cm/1000 ans). Elle perrnet de suivre l'evolution de la 
bordure sud du front polaire en periode glaciaire, et perrnet de reconstituer, it partir des 
foraminiferes benthiques, la contribution des eaux de la Mediterranee aux eaux interrnediaires 
Atlantiques. Les carottes du pourtour des A~ores offrent des enregistrements paleovolcaniques 
et paleomagnetiques d'un interet exceptionne!. Ces zones sont prioritaires pour les equipes du 
LGQ, de l'URA Orsay-Museum, de I'IFREMER 11 Brest, du LODYC-Paris, du groupe CFR-
DGO, les equipes allemandes (GEOMAR) et portugaises (Portugal Geo!. Surv.) , et les equipes 
anglaises de l'IOS et de l'Universite de Cambridge. De 8 11 10 carOttes de tres grandes longueurs 
etaient prevues sur ces zones, mais seulement 6 ont pu etre realisees, fame de temps disponible 
(MD 95-2037 - 2042). 
Zone 14 : Bordure ouest de la Mediterranee: Zone de forte accumulation ou il sera possible de 
suivre l'evolution paleoclimatique de la bordure sud de l'Europe (par pollens et bio-marqueurs) 
en liaison avec l'hydrologie mediterraneenne. Priorite de l'equipe Univ. de Barcelone et de 
Salamanque (et collaboration avec Brest -Ifremer): MD 95-2043 11 36°08 N, 02°37W, 1841 m). 
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tJl Station 11 G~T I Latitude (N) Longitude (W) Water I Operation Time depth 
(m) 
05129195 23hOO Departure from Brcst for slalion I 
05130195 IIh20 arri ved on station (Trevelyan) 
14h59 46°48.17 08°40.28 3788 Calypso (22.37 rn; MD 95-2001) 
19h30 departure for slation 11 
11 20h55 arrived on station (Mcriadzcc) 
23h07 47°27.12 08°32.03 2174 Calypso (29.99 rn; MD 95-2002) 
05/3 1195 00h50 departure for station III 
06101195 III IlhOO arrived on station (Feni Drift) 
12h07 55°10.61 )4045 .32 2365 Calypso (26.93 rn ; MD 95-2003) 
14h52 departure for station IV 
IV 19h30 arrived on station (Feni Drift) 
20h55 55°28.07 14°40.51 2177 Calypso (28.485 rn ; MD 95-2004) 
22h54 departure for station V 
06102/95 V IOh02 arrived on stalion (Barra Fan) 
IIhl5 57°02 10°03.83 2130 Calypso (22.02 rn; MD 95-2005) 
boat drifting, core taken 2 miles from the 
proposed site 
12h36 return to proposed site 
l7h17 57°01.81 10°03.48 2122 Calypso (30.22 rn; MD 95-2006) 
17h55 departure for slalion V I 
06103195 VI 23h20 arrived on station (St-Kildas basin) 
06104195 00h03 57°31.06 08°23.17 158 Calypso (19.35 rn; MD95-2007) 
00h51 departure for stalion VII 
VII 13h35 arrived on station (Faeroes) 
14h08 62°44.35 03°59.64 1016 Calypso (21.5 rn; MD 95-2008) 
Dynamic Positionning System test 
06105195 06h51 62°44.25 03°59.86 1027 Calypso (32.43 rn ; MD 95-2009) 
IOh30 departure for Faeroes port call, station VIII 
06106195 V III 09h48 arrived at the Faeroes port call, station VIII 
16hOO 61 °59.75 06°45 .03 <100 Gravitycore (MD 9508GROI) 
06107195 IX 20h30 arrived on station (V6ring plateau) 
21h27 66°41.05 04°33.97 1226 Calypso (32.53 rn; MD 95-2010) 
22h50 100 plankton tOIV (MD 95-IX-2) 
06108195 OlhlO departure for station X 
06108195 X 06h45 arrived on station (V6ring Plateau) 
07h30 66°58.18 07°38.36E 1048 Calypso (17.49 rn; MD 95-20 11) 
09h06 departure for stal ion X I 
06109195 XI 05h42 arrived on station (Bear Island Fan) 
07hll 72°09.06 11 026.06E 2094 Calypso (19.76 m; MD 95-2012) 
08h24 100 plankton tOIV (M D 95-XI-3) 
09hOO departure for station XII 
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L:JI Slation I GMT L:llitudc (N) Longitude (W) Water Operation Time depth 
(m) 
XII 12hl5 arri ved on slalion (Bcar Island slope) 
13h06 72° 10.92 13°05.63E 1638 Calypso (13.10 m; MD 95-20 13) 
14h45 departure for Iceland port caJ[- station XIII 
0611 1/95 XIII 19h22 arrived at the Iceland port call (HomIJordur) 
19h25 64°05.40 15 °15 .73 100 Simian XIII; Box core (empty) 
21 h50 departure for slalion XIV 
06/ 12/95 XIV 16hlO arrived on stalion (Rcykyancs Ride) 
17h23 60°34.93 22°04.52 2397 Calypso (33.6 1 m; MD 95-20 14) 
19h08 100 plank ton tow (M D 95-XIV-4) 
19h32 departure for station XV 
06113/95 XV 06h36 arrived on slalian ( Rcykyancs Ride) 
08h34 58°45.74 25°57.54 2630 Calypso (34.42 m; MD 95-20 15) 
08hOO 100 plankton tow (M D-XV-5) 
IOh31 departure for station XV I 
XV I 191150 arrived on slation (Rcykyancs) 
20h45 57°42.46 29°25.44 2318 Calypso (32.83 m; MD 95-201 6) 
21 hl 2 departure for slation XV II 
06114/95 XV II 19h03 arrived on stalion (Gibbs Fracture Zone) 
20h3 1 53°02.54 33°3 1.64 3100 Calypso; corer losl during removal from the 
sediment 
201156 100 plankton tow (M D 95-XVII-6) 
06115/95 02h50 53°02.56 33°31.51 3100 Calypso (34.59 m; MD 95-2017) 
04h45 hydro cast 
05h55 departure for station XV III 
06/ 16/95 XV III 08hOO ilrrivcd on slation (Namoc) 
091129 50°43.88 43°08.54 4221 Calypso ( 14.70 m; MD 95-201 8) 
12h lO depanure ror station XIX 
XIX 15h03 arrived on station (Namoc) 
16h ll 5 1 °09.22 43° 17 .08 4360 Gravily core (empty; smear slide MD 
95 19G R02) 
17h30 departure ror station XX 
XX 18h28 arrived on stalion (Namoc) 
20h03 51 °05.68 43° 13.27 4262 Calypso ( 12.86 m; MD 95-20 19) 
2 1h41 departure ror slation XXI 
XXI 23hOO amived on slation (Namoc) 
0611 7/95 00h30 5 1 °02.42 43°00.62 4289 Calypso (8.63 m; MD 95-2020) 
0l h5 1 departure ror station XX II 
XX II 03h40 arrived on slation (Namoc) 
05hl5 50°59.76 42°55. 19 Gravity core (1 .21 m; MD 9522GR03) 
"pctil-cher' first gravi ty core !!! 
061145 departure ror stmion XX III 
J 
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tJ Station GMT Latitude (N) Longitude (W) Water I Operation I Time depth (rn) 
XXII I 07h30 arnvcd on station (Namoc) 
09hOO 50'51.8 1 42'44.49 4283 Calypso (4.48 rn; MD 95-202 1) 
IOh50 departure for station XX IV 
XX IV 14h24 arrived on slalion (Namoc) 
15h43 50'34.38 43 ' 03.51 4245 Calypso (18.37 rn; MD 95-2022) 
16h l4 100 plankton tnw (MD 95-XXIV-7) 
17h23 departure for station XXV 
XXV 20h41 arrived on slalion (Namoc) 
23h48 50'58.32 43'13.04 4198 Calypso (34.68 rn; MD 95-2023) 
06/ 18/95 0 lh50 dcpilrlurc for station XXV I 
XXV I IOhOO arri ved on station (Orphan Knoll) 
I lhll 50' 12.40 45'41.22 3539 Calypso (29.52 rn: MD 95-2024) 
13h24 departure for station XXV II 
XXV lla 13h45 arrived on station (Orphan Basin) 
18h3 1 core touched thc bonom Ilrtcr rclc<lsing in the 
18h34 49'47.4 1 46' 49.03 water 
core-catcher recovered in onc bag (MD 95-
xxvII-a; Allention: samples MD 95-XXV II· 
8 was renumbered after having registered 
MD 95-XXVII-7) 
06/ 19/95 XXV llb 00h20 49' 47.65 46'41.85 3009 Calypso (35 .12 rn : MD 95-2025) 
02h13 departure for station XXVI II 
XXVIII 05h45 arrived on slation (Orphan Basin ) 
0911 16 50' 12.03 45 ' 41.33 3539 Calypso (bent ; empty) 
recovered corc-catcher in onc bag (MD 95-
XXVIII-9; Allention: samples MD 95-
XXVIII-9 was renumbered after having 
registered MD 95-XXV III-7) 
12h45 departure ror sli.nion XXIX 
XX IX 23hll arrived on stalion (Sackville ridge) 
23h47 48' 13.62 46'39.39 878 Calypso (27.91 m; MD 95-2026) 
23h40 100 plankton tOIV (MD 95-XXIX- IQ) 
06/20/95 OlhlO departure for slat ion XXX 
06/21/95 XXXa 05h49 arrived on sW.tion (S-E of Newroundland) 
Q8h07 41 '45.58 47 ' 19.94 no visible release on the tensionmctcr 
('1) recording 
stones in the core-catcher. rec.:ovcrcd in onc 
hag (MD 95-XXX-II ) 
XXXb 15h30 41 ' 44.67 47'24.79 4 112 Calypso (47.67 rn; MD 95-2027) 
17h20 departure for slation XXX I 
06/22/95 XXXI IOh22 arrived on SI<1 lion (Fogo Se.lmOUnl) 
II h37 42' 05.99 52' 44.85 3368 Calypso (34.20 rn: MD 95-2028) 
I3h20 departure for stalion XXX II 
XXXII 22h20 arrived on station (Laurcnticn F<1n) 
22h49 43' 06.78 55' 15.96 4156 Calypso (35.10 m; MD 95-2029) 
20 IMAGES-MD I OI 




06/23/95 0lh55 departure for station XXXIII 
XXX III IlhOO arrived on station (Narwhal Arca) 
12h41 44° 19.14 53°43.44 1573 Calypso (35.59 In: MD 95-2030) 
core in very bad condition. redo 
XXX IV 2 1h47 44°18.45 53°44.14 1570 Calypso (27.72 In: MD 95-2(3 1) 
23hOO departure for station XXXV 
06/24/95 XXXV 05h32 arrived on station ( Laurcnticn margin ) 
07h06 44°39.46 55°37. 14 1433 Calypso (28.54 In; MD 95-2032) 
departure for Sr·Picrrc Cl Miquclon 
19hOO Arrived at the SI-Pierre el Miquc[on porI ca ll 
06/26/95 08h24 Departure from SI-Pierre et MiqucJon for 
station XXXV I 
XXXVI 19h50 arrived on station (Lnurenticn margin) 
20h53 44°39.87 55°37.21 1412 Calypso (29.68 rn: MD 95-2033) 
23h36 100 plankton tow (MD 95-XXXV I- 12) 
06/27/95 OOhOO departure for station XXXVI I 
06/28/95 XXXVII 19h53 arrived on station (Bermuda Rise) 
21h24 33°4 1.46 57°34.55 4461.5 Calypso (47.16 In; MD 95-2034) 
21h53 lOO plankton tow (MD 95-XXXVII- 13) 
06/29/95 00h05 departure for station XXXV III 
XXXV II 04hO l arrived on station (Bermuda Rise) 
05h34 33°29.20 57°53 .1 6 4286 Calypso (39.25 rn: MD 95-2035) 
09hOO departure for station XXX IX 
XXX IX 12h l4 arrived on station (Bermuda Rise) 
14h43 33°4 1.44 57°34.55 4461.5 Calypso (52.64 rn: MD 95-2036) 
16h47 departure for station XL 
07103/95 XL" 02h38 arrived on station (South Lucky) 
37' 05 .22 32°01.82 - 1800 Calypso; Kcvlar cablc broke; corer. pi ston 
and cable (- 1800 m) lost on the bottom 
XLb IIhl 6 37°05.23 :'1°0 1.87 2159 Calypso (35.81 rn: MD 95-2037) 
II h52 100 plankton tow (MD 95-XL- 14) 
14h05 departure for station XLI 
07/04/95 XLI 07h25 arrived on stmian 
08h26 37°45 .15 27°11.21 23 10 Calypso (37 .85 In: MD 95-2038 ) 
IOh25 departure for the Azores pan ca ll 
16hOO arrived at the Azores port ca ll 
221140 departure from Azores for sla lion XLI I 
07/06/95 XLI I 23h l5 arrived on sHltion 
07/07/95 OOh17 40°34.71 10°20.9 1 338 1 Calypso (35.7 1 m: MD 95-2039) 
IMAGES-MDIOI 






07108195 XLIV. 201105 
21hl8 



























departure for slallon XLIII 
arrived on stalion 
Calypso (35.24 rn: MD 95-2040) 
departure for stalion X LIV 
arri ved on station 
Calypso (pis ton nol rclc;:lscd) 
Calypso (17.62 rn : MD 95-204 1) 
departure for station XLV 
nrrivcd on slalion 
Calypso (39.56 Ill : MD 95-2042) 
departure for stalion XLVI 
arrived on slalion 
Calypso (37.46 m: MD 95-2043) 
departure for Marseille 
21 

L:JI Stotion I \ VlIfer Latitude Longitude I Locution depth (N) 
(m) 
(IV) 
05/30/95 3788 46°48. 17 08°40.28 Trevelyan 
05/30/95 11 2174 47°:!7. 12 08°32.03 Meriadzec 
0&01195 III 2365 55° 10.61 14°45.32 Feni Drift 
0610 1195 IV 2177 55°28.07 14°40.5 1 Feni Drift 
06/02195 V 2130 57°02 10°03.83 Barra fan 
2122 57°01.81 10°03 .48 Ba rra lan 
06/04/95 VI 158 57°3 1.06 08°23. 17 SI Kildas Basin 
06/04/95 VII 10 16 6r44.35 03°59.64 Nord Faeroes 
1027 62°44.25 03°59.86 Nord Faeroes 
06/06195 VIII < 100 61 °59.75 06°45.03 
06/07/95 IX 1226 66°41 .05 04°33.97 Vbring pla teau 
100 
06/08/95 X 1048 66°S K. IS 07°)8.J6E Voring plateau 
ILJ Length Sect ions I (m) 
MD 95-200 1 22.37 XVI 
MD 95·2002 29 .99 XX 
MD 95·2003 26.93 XV III 
MD 95-2004 28.485 XIX 
MD 95-2005 22.02 XV 
MD 95·2006 30.22 XX 
MD 95·2007 19.35 XIII 
MD 95·2008 2 1.5 XV II 
MD 95·2009 32.43 XX I 
MD 9508GROI bag 
MD 95-20 10 32.53 XX I 
MD 95-IX-2 
MD 95-20 11 17.49 XII 
Commcnls I 
Gia nt Kullcnbcrg core (Calypso) 




u Li ncrcxp!odcd on the upper Srn approx.; vcry perturbed scdimcnls ill secti ons I to 
IV (0- [050 cm) and section XIX (2683-27 15 cm) 
Calypso core 
• .. · OK 
Calypso core 
""'boat driftin g, core taken 2 miles rrom the proposed site ; redo (MD 95-2006); 
numerous voids in the core 
Cnlypso core 
Cu l:ypso core 
""". stopped on stones 
Cu lypsu core 
... " liner scliced along from sections XIII to XV (17 15-2075 cm); holoccnc mi ssing 
from the top 
Calypso core 
·"uppcr parl of the core hent; liner sliced along bet ween about 1330·2224 cm 
Gravity core 
about I kg of mud and she lls 
Culypso core 
"'''' OK 
plunkton ( OW 
(Attenti on: no sample nO 1 .> gr..lvity core from the site VII [ was renumbered 
MD9508G ROI aflC r having registered as a sample (MD 95-V III - I)) 
Calypso core 
Site location wrong. s lumps. Benl core; liner imploded in the middle of the core; 30 CIll 
o f sediment of the lOP recovered in a 112 li ner 
~ 
C) 





L:JI Station I Water Llltitude Longitude I Location depth (N) 
(m) 
(W) 
06/09/95 XI 2094 72"09.06 1 ["26.06E Bear Isl. Fan 
100 
06/09/95 XII 1638 72° ]0.92 13°05.63E Bear Is!. Fan 
06111/95 XIII 100 64°05.40 \5" \5.73 
06/12/95 XIV 2397 60°34 .93 22"04.52 S. Iceland 
100 
061131199 XV 2630 58"45.74 25"57.54 Reykjanes Ridge 
100 
06/13/199 XVI 2318 5r42A6 29°25.44 Reykjanes Ridge 
061 14/199 XVII 3 100 53°02.54 33°31.64 Gibbs 
100 
06115/199 3100 53°02.56 33°31 .51 Gibbs fracture 
133 
06/16/199 XVIII 422 [ 50°43.88 _1-3°08.54 Namoc 
IL:J Length (m) 
MD 95-2012 (9.76 
MD 95-XI-3 
MD 95-2013 13.1 
0 
MD 95-2014 33.61 
MD 95-XIV-4 
MD 95-2015 34.42 
MD 95-XV-5 
MD 95-2016 31.83 
MD 95-XV II-6 
MD 95-1017 34.59 












1<triggcr release jam, first (Ouch without releasing; sent second messenger-> double 
touch. Bent core; broken liner; liner ovcrlnped in section VI; between [702- [976 cm, 
scdiments extruded in the core and recovered in a liner 
plankton tow 
Cul:rpso core 










**"" OK; broken liner in sections I, rI and VII: lost of liquid ~edimenl at the lap. 
Calypso core 
core 10sI during removal rrom the sediment, piston cable broke m 16 tOilS 
pillllkton tow 
Calypso core 
'* suppy, expanded sediment in sections I to VIII (27-[200 ern); section XVI perturbed 
with mallY liquid pockets 
hydro Cllst 
CIII:rpso core 
Sections I 10 IVa (0-525 ern) damngcd and Illostly empty; 140 cm ursediment missing 








L:JI Station I Water Latitude Longitude I Location depth (N ) 
(m) 
(W) 
061161 199 XIX 360 51°09 3 Namoc 
061161199 XX 4262 51 ' 05.68 43° t 3.27 Namoc 
06/1711995 XX I 4289 Sl oQ2 A:! 43°00.62 Namoc 
0611711995 XXII 44 15 50°59.76 42°55.19 Namoc 
06117i1995 XX III 4283 50°51.8 1 42°44.49 Namoc 
0611711995 XX IV 4245 500 :;.U8 43°03.5 1 Namoc 
100 
06117/ 1995 XXV ·11 98 50°58.32 43° 13.04 Namoc 
0611811995 XXV I 3539 50° 12.40 45°4 1.22 Orphan Knoll 
06l11l1l 995 XXV lla 29 16 49°47.41 46°49.03 1 Orphan Basin 
0611911 99 XXVllb 3UU9 49°47.6-16 46°4 1.85 Orphan Basin 
IL:J Length ul (m) 
.. ... " ~. " ........ ,, ... o 
MD 95·2019 12.86 IX 
/v1O 95·2020 8.63 VI 
MD 9522GR03 1.21 
MD 95-202 1 4.48 111 
tvlD 95-2022 18.37 XIII 
MD 95-XXIV-7 
MD 95-2023 34.68 XXIV 
MD 95-2024 29.52 XX 
MD 95-XXVU-8 0 0 
tvtD 95-2025 35. [2 XX IV 
Gra\'ity core 





" upper ]·2.111 impl oscd; 20 cm of the se diment from the lOp was put in a liner (ia). the 
rest of the scdimcnI arc in onc hag (Ib), regular core CUlling starts wilh sec ti on le (0-
150cm) 
Gra,·ity core 
... first touch at very low speed in order [Q SpOI the hOllom, core entered at 2 n1ls; 
Calypso core 
core culter 10s1 but corc-cutchcr recovered. grave ls at the base; upper pan of the liner 
imploded above Ihe sediment; top 0-30 cm recovered in one bag (la); 30- 150 cm 
interval is half full (section Ib) 
Calypso corc 
... linerilllploded al mid -pipe (-6111) ; ovcrl ,lppin g of31iners in sec ti on IV; liquid 
p lankton low 
CII I ~'pso core 
** liquid pocket betwee n sections IXh- X. panially recovered in olle bag 
Cal)'pso co re 
** liquid pocket between sections X-X i. pani:lIly recovered in olle bag 
C II I)'psn core 
the core touched the boltom after releasing in the water; core-catcher recovered in onc 
bag (stones in core-catcher 1-3 cm diameter); Anention: samples MD 95-XXV II-8 was 
renumbered after hav ing been re gistered MD 95-XXV Il-7 
C llypso core 
... ..... OK; liqu id pockel between secti ons IX-X 
~ 
Cl 






L:JI Station I Water Latitude Longitude I Location Id depth (N) ( Ill ) (W) 
06119/199 XXV III 3539 50" 12.03 45041.3) Orphan Knoll MD 95-XXV111-9 
06/191199 XXIX 878 -18" 13.62 46°39.39 Sackvil le spur MD 95-2026 
100 MD 95-XXIX-IO 
06/21/199 XXXa 4095 4 1 °45.58 47° 19.94 NewFoundland Slope MD 95-XXX-ll 
06/211199 XXXb 4 11 2 41 044.67 47°24.79 NewFoundland Slope MD 95-2027 
06/221 199 XXXI 3368 42"05.99 52"44 .85 Fogo Sea Mount MD 95-2028 
06/"221199 XXXII 4156 43°06.78 55° 15.96 Laurentian fan tvlO 95-2029 
061231199 XXXIII 1573 44 ' 19.14 53°43.44 Narwhal MD 95-2030 
06/"231199 XXXIV 1570 44° 18.45 53"44,14 Narwhal MD 95-2031 
06/241199 XXXV 14)) 44°)9.46 55°37. 14 upper Lau rentian sI. MD 95-2032 
06/"2611 99 XXXV I 1·11 2 44'39.87 55"37.21 upper Laurentian s I. MD 95-2033 
100 4·F39.15 55°36.50 1' .... 10 95-XXXV I-
06/281199 XXXV II -1461.5 ]]04 1.46 57"34,55 Bermuda Rise MD 95-2034 
Length Sections I 
(m ) 
0 0 
27 .9 1 XIX 
0 0 
47 .67 XXXII 
34.2 XX111 





47. 16 XXXII 
Comments I 
Calypso core 
bent and empty core; stones above the core-catcher; Attention: samples MD 95-
XXVIII-9 was renumbered after having registered MD 95-XXVIII-7 
Calypso core 
bent core; liquid pocket between sections V-V I; core catcher full of stones 
plankton tow 
Calypso core 
no visible release all the tcnsionmeter recording; empty core; stones in the cure-
cmchcr, recovered in onc bag 
Ca lypso core 
*** OK 
Calypso core 
*** OK; liquid pocket between sections VII-VIII (very nuid), partiall y recovered in 
Calypso core 
** OK; liquid pockets partially recovered between sections IX-X and XI-XII; sect ion I 
partially emptied during handling on deck 
Calypso core 
core in very bad condition, redo 
Calypso core 
** OK; core slightly bent at tlte tOP (-5m); broken liner in sections VI and VII 
Cnl:rpso core 
liner benl at the fOp (0·600 cm C.~ections I to IV)); upper 3 sections ± sliced 
Cll lypso core 
*,. OK; ore s lightly bent at the top ; when extruding the liner, 70 cm of se dime III fell on 









LJI Stntion l ' Vater Latitude Longitude I Location depth (N) 
(m ) 
(W) 
100 33°4 1.54 57°35.30 Bermuda Rise 
06129/ 199 XXXV II 4286 33°29.20 57"53.16 Bermuda Rise 
06/291199 XXXIX 4461.5 33°4 1.44 57"34.55 Bermuda Rise 
03/07195 XL. IROO 37D 05.22 32°0 1.82 AZORES/Sud Lucky 
03/07195 XLb 1159 37"05.23 32"01.87 AZORES/Sud Lucky 
lOO 
07/04/95 XLI 23 )0 37°45.15 27" 11.2 1 AZORES 
07107/95 XLI I 338 1 40°34.7 1 10"20.9 1 Porta Seam aunt 
07/07/95 XLIII 2465 40°34.91 09"5 [.67 PorIa Seam aunt 
07/08/95 XLIVa 1123 37°49.97 09°30.62 
07/08/95 XLI Vb I L?3 37"50 09°30.65 marge iberique 
07109/95 XLV 3146 37°47.99 10°09.99 marge iberique 
07/09195 XLV I 18·11 36°08.60 02°:n .27 Alboran Sea 
IL:J Length (m ) 
MD 95·XXXV II · 
MD 95-2035 39.25 
MD 95·2036 52.64 
0 
MD 95-2037 35.8 1 
MD 95·XL· 14 
MD 95·2038 37.85 
MD 95·2039 35.7 1 
MD 95·2040 35.24 
MD 95-204 1 17.62 
MD 95~204 2 39.56 
t-.·ID 95~2D43 37.46 
Sections Comments 
U OK; eel ions I to III very fluid: liner imploded in sect ions IX and X; bags or fluids 
sediment s rccovcricd belween sections XIII -XIV and XV I-XV II 
p lnnklon low 
XXVII Culypso corc 
.... OK; firs t touch without releasi ng, released on the second allcmpl 









n .. OK: fi rst lOuch withoUl re leasing. rclca.<;cd on Ihe second ancmpl; liner imploded 
in sections 11 and Ill : sections II I cllV very fluid; onc bag of fl uid sediment recovered 
between sections XIV :lnd XV 
Calypso core 
pislon cablc broke; pislon, corer and 1 ROa III of cubic lost.. 
Calypso core 
..... * OK; upper part of the core bent; 0-4 cm disturbed during core culting; lost of 
sediment between 283-336 cm (section lIb) 
pla nkton low 
Cnl)'pso core 
..... OK; m:lny turbiditcs 
Calypso core 
Calypso core 
core bent; section li b jamcd in Ihe ben( pan o f Ihe core, rccupcnl1cd ill 1/2 li ner 
Calypso core 
pislOn not rc1ca.. . ed 
Ca lypso core 
upper part of the core bent ; liner exploded in section la 
ClI l)'pso core 
. ... OK; core bent 
Cll lypso core 
~H OK; liner c.'<;plodcd in section VIII 
~ ~ C) 








I Cores # I Water I . denth (m) . Latitode (N) I Longitude (W) Length (m) 
MD 95-2001 3788 46°48. 17 08°40.28 22.37 
MD 95-2002 2174 47°27.12 08°32.03 29.99 
MD 95-2003 2365 55° 10.61 14°45 .32 26.93 
MD 95-2004 2177 55°28.07 14°40.5 I 28.485 
MD 95-2005 2130 57°02 10°03.83 22.02 
MD 95-2006 2 122 57°0L8 I 10°03.48 30.22 
MD95-2007 158 57°3 L06 08°23. I 7 19.35 
MD 95-2008 1016 62°44.35 03°59.64 2L5 
MD 95-2009 1027 62°44.25 03 °59.86 32.43 
MD 95-20 10 1226 66°4L05 04°33.97 32.53 
MD 95-201 I 1048 66°58. I 8 07°38.36E 17.49 
MD 95-20 12 2094 72°09.06 110 26.06E 19.76 
MD 95-20 13 1638 72° 10.917 13°05.632E 13. 1 
MD 95-2014 2397 60°34.93 22°04.52 33.6 1 
MD 95-20 15 2630 58°45 .74 25°57.54 34.42 
MD 95-2016 2318 57°42.46 29°25.44 32.83 
MD 95-20 17 3100 53°02.56 33°3 L5 I 34.59 
MD 95-2018 4221 50°43.88 43°08.54 14.7 
MD 95-20 19 4262 51°05.68 3° I 3.27 12.86 
MD 95-2020 4289 51 °02.42 43°00.62 8.63 
MD 95-2021 4283 50°5 L8 I 42°44.49 4.48 
MD 95-2022 4245 50°34.38 43°03.5 I 18.37 
MD 95-2023 4198 50°58.32 43° I 3.D4 34.68 
MD 95-2024 3539 50° I 2.40 45°4L22 29.52 
MD 95-2025 3009 49°47.65 46°4 L85 35. 12 
MD 95-2026 878 48° 13.62 46°39.39 27.9 1 
MD 95-2027 4 112 41°44.67 47°24.79 47 .67 
MD 95-2028 3368 42°05.99 52°44.85 34.2 
MD 95-2029 4 156 43°06.78 55° 15.96 35. 1 
MD 95-2030 1573 44° 19.1 4 53°43.44 35.59 
MD 95-203 I 1570 44° 18.45 53°44.14 27.72 
MD 95-2032 1433 44°39.46 55°37.14 28.54 
MD 95-2033 14 12 44°39.87 55°37.2 I 29 .68 
MD 95-2034 446 L5 33°41.46 57°34.55 47.16 
MD 95-2035 4286 33°29.20 57°53. I 6 39.25 
MD 95-2036 446L5 33°4 L44 57°34.55 52.64 
MD 95-2037 2 159 37°05.23 32°0L87 35.8 I 
MD 95-2038 2310 37°45. I 5 27°IL21 37.85 
MD 95-2039 338 1 40°34.7 I 10°20.9 I 35.7 I 
MD 95-2040 2465 40°34.9 1 09°5 L67 35.24 
MD 95 -2041 1123 37°50 09°30.64 17.62 
MD 95-2042 3146 37"47.99 10°09.99 39.56 




Cores # I Water Latitude (N) Longitude (W) I Length (m) depth (m) 
MD 9508GROI < 100 61 °59.75 06°45.03 0.2 
MD 9519GR02 4360 51 '09.22 43° 17.08 o (smear slide) 
MD 9522GR03 4415 50°59.76 42'55 .1 9 1.21 
Samples # I Water I Latitude (N) I Longitude (W) I Type of sampling depht (m) 
MD 95-IX-2 100 66°41.05 04' 33.97 plankton tow 
MD 95-XI-3 100 72°09 .06 11 026.06E plankton tow 
MD 95-XIV-4 100 60°34.93 22' 04.52 plankton tow 
MD 95-XV-5 100 58°45.74 25'57.54 plankton tow 
MD 95-XVII-6 100 53' 02.54 33°31.64 plankton tow 
MD 95-XXIV-7 100 50°34.38 43°03 .51 plankton tow 
MD 95-XXVII-8 ' 2916 49°47.41 46°49.03 core-catcher 
MD 95-XXVIII-9** 3539 50°12.03 45°41.33 core-catcher 
MD 95-XXIX-1 0 100 48° 13.615 46' 39.394 plankton tow 
MD 95-XXX-11 4095 41 '45.58 47' 19.94 core-catcher 
MD 95-XXXVI-12 100 44°39.15 55°36.50 plankton tow 
MD 95-XXXVII-13 100 33°41.54 57°35.30 plankton tow 
MD 95-XL-14 100 37' 05.23 32°01.87 plankton tow 
" samples MD 95-XXVII-8 was renumbered after having registered MD 95-XXVII-7 






ON BOARD MEASUREMENTS 
A. Preliminary report on physical properties measurements 
Gavin Dunbar, Franck Bassinot, Kate larrett, and the physical properties shipboard scientists 
Several types of physical properties measurements were pe/fomled Oil board the Mm-ioll 
Dufreslle during the IMAGES-MDIOl cruise. Near-continuous, non destructive measurements 
of bulk density, compressional wave velocity, and magnetic susceptibility were obtained with a 
GEOTEK MultiSensor Track (MST). Index properties measuremelllS (bulk dellSif)', porosif)', 
water cOlllent) were also pe/fonned on discrete samples obtained with a 10 cc syringe. The 
Minolta CM-2002 hand-held spectrophotometer was used to measure reflected visible light in 
thirty one 10-nm wide bands ranging from 400-700 /lI/l. Measurements were usually 
pe/formed eve/}' 5 Clll. Continuous video scanning of the working half sections was pe/fomled 
using the system developed by the CFR. 
All the physical properties data obtained on board the RIV Mm'ion Dufresne during the MDlOl 
cnlise are available on a FTP server at the Centre des Faibles Radioactivites (access to the data 
base requires a specific user identification and password that are available to people involved in 
post-cruise studies. Contact: Franck.Bassinot@cfr.cnrs-giffr). 
1. Continuous measurements of physical properties (MST)' 
High-resolution logging of physical properties was carried out on rounded cores on board the 
RN Mm'ion Dufresne using a GEOTEK Ltd Multi Sensor Core Logger (or MST, Multi Sensor 
Track). These measurements formed the basis for initial correlations between sites. When 
combined with the shipboard spectrophotometer data and the smear slide descriptions, these 
data enabled a tentative stratigraphy to be assigned to the cores within hours of recovery. 
Combined plots of selected MST and spectrophotometer data are shown elsewhere in this 
report. 
1.1 Description of the Multi Sensor Core Logger 
The shipboard multi sensor core logger system have three main sensor units (the configuration 
of the shipboard system is shown in figure I): 
- 1) a P-WAVE LOGGER that consists of two transducers (piezzo-electric crystals) connected 
to an oscilloscope to measure the travel time of a 500 kHz compressional wave through dle 
core. The travel time is then used to calculate P-wave velocity in the sediment. 
- 2) a GAMMA RAY SOURCE (137Cs) AND DETECTOR for measuring the bulk density by 
comparing the attenuation of gamma rays through the cores with attenuation through aluminum 
standards. 
- 3) a MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY METER for determining the amount of magnetically 
susceptible material present in the cores. In our case, a Bartington Instruments MS2 loop sensor 
with an internal diameter of 125 mm was used. 
In order to calibrate the values derived from these sensors, core temperature and core diameter 
were measured on each section. The entire logging process, after loading each core section onto 
the conveyor track, is controlled by the MST microprocessor with the display and recordin a of 
data being handled by the host computer. b 
Host computer 
"'" 
P wave and core diameter 
Temperature probe 
I Block and pulley 
transducers 
Magnetic susceptibility loop 
Core '" ~ 11-1------' Guide tracks ~ = 1-'= I 
·16--1 
•• I • I 11 
= = 
. . . 
, -----_ .. I mii.iWiliirw; iil 
Reference Position 
Gamma ray source 
Main electronics rack 
Figure 1 
Configuration of the Multi sensor core logger installed on the RV Marion Dufresne for the IMAGES MDlOl North Atlantic Cruise. 
I 














1.2 Core handling. 
Unsplit cores were delivered to the MST lab in 1.5 m sections. The cores temperature 
temperature' is low (few degrees Celsius) just after recovery but increases rapidly as soon as 
they are stored in the lab containers. Several hours (up to 24) of equilibration time proved 
necessary to bring the cores up to a stable room temperature before logging could begin. This 
equilibration is necessary to avoid that progressive temperature drifts take place during logging 
and affect physical properties results. At times, a temperature gradient of 4°C existed between 
the floor and the ceiling in the MST container. Because the container temperature could not be 
conu'OIIed accurately, it was necessary to store the cores in a horizontal position to ensure an 
homogeneous temperature along the length of the core. 
1.3 Calibration and initial settings of the MST. 
a) Core temperature - Changes in core temperature result in changes in P-wave velocities in the 
sediment which must be cOlTected for during processing. Sediment temperature was measured 
for each section and P-wave velocities were corrected using the formulae of Wilson ( 1960) and 
Wylie et al. (1956), and MacKenzie (1981). 
b) External core diameter - Variations in core diameter cause variations in physical properties 
measurements which reflect the changing amount of sediment between the sensors instead of 
intrinsic sediment properties. For the P-wave velocity acquisition, the true diameter is measured 
for each measurement by an electronic caliper. For the gamma-ray attenuation measurements, 
the nominal external core diameter was reset after every four 1.5 m sections had been logged. 
Observed drift between calibrations was generally <0.2 mm. It is assumed that variations in 
external diameter are paralleled by changes in the internal diameter as it is not possible to 
measure this on a continuous basis. Only real changes in total offset are recorded. 
c) Magnetic susceptibility - The drift of the susceptibility sensor over the course of the cruise 
was checked by measuring an iron ring of known susceptibility (527 cgs). The magnetic 
susceptibility of the core liners was measured by first setting the MS value to zero, then placing 
an empty section of liner inside the loop. During the cruise, two sets of PVC liner were used 
which didn't have the same physical properties signatures. Standards were constructed for both 
types of liner and different corrections were applied on bulk physical properties (i.e. the "old" 
liner appeared to have a higher magnetic susceptibility 'background' level than the new one). 
d) Gamma ray attenuation - Gamma ray attenuation was calibrated on a semi-weekly basis for 
the two liner types used (or whenever density and porosity values obtained for our water 
standard -which were run after every 4 sections- differed greatly from theoretically determined 
values). An empty section of core liner was placed between the source and the detector. 
Aluminium plates 6 mm thick (0, I, then 2 up to 8) were placed inside the liner and the gamma 
ray attenuation measured. The resulting plot of density.vs.ln(gamma counts) provided the 
density calibration slope and intercept values used to correct GRAPE measurements for the 
attenuation of the liner. 
Conversion of the garruna attenuation measurements to sediment density was done using the 
relationship established by Boyce (1976) for quartz. 
The gamma ray beam produced on the shipboard MST could be collimated through one of two 
possible collimators (5 and 2.5 mm diameter). On this cruise only the larger diameter collimator 
was used due to the large diameter of the sediment cores. 
1.4 MST Logging Procedure 
The logging procedure used in the MST lab generally followed that outlined in the 
manufacturers instruction manual. The new GEOTEK system is designed to log an entire core at 
once by measuring on a continuous basis one section after the other. The major drawback of 
this method is that no data storage is performed on the hardrive of the host computer before the 
entire core is logged. Any computer problem arising during the logging procedure results, 
therefore, in the loss of the entire data set obtained so far. To avoid this problem, we scanned 
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the cores by intervals of four sections (a water standard was added on each 4 sections-run 
which allowed to have a close control on sensors calibration ). This procedure also enabled a 
close check to be kept of the cumulative error in core length caused by non-straight cuts of the 
liner (the core length was precisely reset at the beginning of each block of four sections). 
Sampling interval was set to 2 cm for all cores. 
The following parameters were used for most logging runs: 
Maximum core length (for four sections plus water standard) 
Core sampling interval 
Nominal core diameter 
Core diameter logging 
Magnetic susceptibility units 
Magnetic susceptibility sampling time 








P-wave travel time offset 9.056 usec (varies) 
Once a stable temperature had been reached, the unsplit sediment core was placed on the core 
track at the right hand end of the conveyor system, and aligned to its start position with one end 
of the core at a predetermined reference position. In this case a piece of empty core liner was 
used to separate the P-wave transducers and mark the reference position. The core then is 
moved incrementally along the length of the track, pushed by a block fixed to the conveyor belt, 
past or through the various sensors. 
In order to ensure a good acoustic coupling between the P-wave transducers and the core, the 
liner was wiped with a wet sponge prior to logging and, when necessary, during logging by 
dripping a little distilled water onto the contact. The quality of the P-wave signal could be 
observed in "real time" on the oscilloscope integrated into the MST unit. As sections were 
stored in a horizontal position, there often proved to be air gaps between the sediment and the 
liner resulting in poor quality P-wave transmission. 
Where possible, the endcaps were removed from the core sections to llIillllIllze errors in 
determining core length. Where tltis was not possible (for example, with fluid sediment, usually 
only in the top sections of the core), thin, temporary core caps were used (because the standard 
endcaps were too large to fit through the magnetic susceptibility loop) and their thickness noted. 
Occasionally core sections expanded out of the liner once the core caps were removed. In these 
cases, the amount of core extending beyond the liner was noted down. 
Very badly damaged sections were not logged by the MST, the primary constraint being the 
ability of the section to fit through the magnetic susceptibility loop sensor (intemal diameter 125 
mm). Great care was taken when running damaged sections to ensure that the P-wave 
transducers were not "rammed" by following sections of core on the conveyor track. 
1.5 Data processing 
The MST generates three data files for each core logged; 1) a file containing the configuration 
setup for that particular core; 2) a "skewed" ASCII text file containing the raw data (explained 
below) and; 3) a random access data file generated as the core is being logged. 
At this stage it was possi ble to correct logging errors by editing the text data file prior to 
processing. Usually logging errors were due to the temperature probe not being inserted in the 
core until after the section had begun to be logged. Occasional "double samples" caused by the 
core pusher jamming were also edited out at this stage. 
As the MST's sensors are set at different positions along the conveyor track, every sample taken 
records values offset by a predetermined amount from the reference position. The MST itself 
only saves data in this "skewed" fonnat and prior to any other processing, the data must first be 
unskewed. This was done using a processing package provided by the University of New 
Brunswick (written by Kate Jarrett). The same package was also used to calculate cOITected 
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values for P-wave velocity, and Garruna attenuation for the effects of the liner and temperature 
variations. Density was also calculated as a function of ganuna ray attenuation. 
During processing a "Processing sheet" was kept on which all the relevant paran1eters were 
entered for each file. In general these consisted of: 
Water depth 
Depth of first sample 
Liner thickness 
Density intercept 
Density calibration slope 
P-wave travel time offset 
Bottom water temperature (assumed to be 4 C) 
Sediment density (assumed to be 2.7 g/cm3) 
Input file name 
Output filename 
Processed data for each batch of four sections were saved with the water standard data included 
at the bottom of the file, as this provided a check on the accuracy of the calibrations being used. 
In addition a file containing data (with water values removed) for the entire core was 
accumulated by simply cutting and pasting the data for each group of for sections into one file . 
This file was then used to generate plots , using the Powermac application "Kaleidagraph". 
1.6 Problems 
No mechanical problems were experienced with the system during the cruise. On one occasion, 
a short circuit developed between the motor control unit and the conveyor track. This was fixed 
by simply cleaning and drying the connection. 
Occasionally the core pusher proved insufficiently powerful to move two sections of core along 
the track. This problem was largely overcome by applying grease to the track to reduce friction. 
Most problems were caused by software!computer errors, which disrupted the control system of 
the core logger. However, no computer related difficulties proved to be severe enough to 
prevent any core being logged. 
The following notes refer mainly to the Microprocessor installed in the MST. This chip contains 
both RAM and PROM memory circuits. In order to operate the MST the instruction code for 
this microprocessor must first be down loaded from the host computer. Once installed in the 
PROM the code should then remain there without further downloading being necessary. 
Initial software problems were an inability to access the test menu from the main menu. This 
was overcome by switching the system off (Computer and MST) and restarting. However, 
during the transfer of hex code between the host computer and MST when initializing the 
system, an error message suggesting that some of the code had become corrupted appeared 
(ERROR: BAD SYNTAX in line 9860). 
A fault in the data display was also noted - sample number 13 was displayed twice on the screen 
every time it was recorded. Sample 13 itself was recorded without difficulty, however values 
for sample 14 were preceded by a repeat of those values recorded for sample 13. 
As a result, only 12 cm of core could be logged before the system stopped. The motor would 
not advance and the software "froze", i.e. the data remained on the screen but nothing 
happened. Line 9860 in the MSCL21.I52 file on the C: drive was identical to that listed in the 
MST software printout. We also tried to start the MST from the A: drive with the same result 
(i.e. syntax error in the .152 code). Therefore it appeared that the problem was with the software 
in the MST - ROM. An attempt to replace this with an MSCL21.152 file off the backup disk (as 
per the instructions in the MST manual) was unsuccessful. We also tried to upload the 
MSCL21.152 file from the ROM to compare its contents with those in the MST software manual 
and found that only the first half the code (up to line 5760, which is in mid-subroutine as well 
as being only halfway through the code) appeared to be present when the upload had been 
completed. An attempt to download uncorrupted code into the MST microprocessors RAM was 
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initially unsuccessful due to an apparent failure of the "New" command to reset the memory_ 
This resulted in a MEMORY ALLOCATION ERROR, which prevented a large section of the 
code from being transferred. 
2. Discrete measurements of index properties 
In order to calibrate correctly the continuous wet-bulk density records provided by the MST, 
discrete index properties measurements (bulk density, dry density, porosity) were performed on 
the IMAGES-MD 101 cores (one measurement per section in most of the cores). 
Calculations were based on the measurements of wet (Wm) and dry (Dm) mass of constant, 
10.36-cm' plugs of sediment obtained with a precisely calibrated aluminium syringe. Dry 
weight were measured on samples after 24 hours drying in a 60°C oven. Sample mass was 
determined aboard the ship to a precision of ±O.O I g using a Scitech electronic balance. This 
balance is equiped with a double-plateau. Acceleration changes due to the ship motion are 
instantaneously evaluated and corrected by measuring in the same time the weight of a known 
mass. 
Wet-bulk density (glcm') : WmJlO.36 
Dry-bulk density (g/cmJ) : OmJlO.36 
Porosity was calculated assuming a density of 1.035 glcm3 for pore water lost during drying. 
The volume of water was then calculated based on the weight loss : volume of pore water = 
Wm-DmlI.035. And thus, the porosity formula is: 
Porosity (%) : «(Wm-Om)/1.035)/1O.36) * 100 
3. Spectrophotometry 
The Minolta CM-2002 hand-held spectrophotometer was used to measure reflected visible light 
on sediment cores that were splitted on board the Marion Dufresne during the cruise. The 
visible spectrum is divided in thirty one, IO-nm wide bands ranging from 400-700 nm. 
Measurements were usually performed every 5 cm all along the cores. The color reflectances 
were measured as soon as possible after the cores were split, because redox-associated color 
changes may occur rapidly when deep-sea sediments are exposed to the atmosphere. 
A few problems were encountered at the beginning of the cruise and it became rapidly apparent 
that these problems resulted from an incorrect use of the Minolta which was not always pressed 
flush against the sediment surface during the measurements. Incorrectly measured sections were 
rapidly re-done after this problem has been evidenced by Or. Ed Boyle who was in charge of 
the spectrophotometer acquisition. 
The color reflectance profiles proved to be extremely prowerful tools for preliminary 
stratigraphic and correlation purposes. Between 40° and 55°N, more particularly, color 
reflectance profiles have been succesfully used for the direct tuning of the time scales by cyclo-
stratigraphy in the precession and obliquity bands. 
4. Video imaging and pictures 
In sediments from the North Atlantic, continuous records of color changes obtained by video 
proved to be extremely succesful in picking rapid climatic variability (Cortijo et ai., 1995). The 
system developped at the CFR was brought aboard the RN Marion Dufresne for the IMAGES-
MD 10 I cruise. 
Working half sections were digitized by intervals of 75 cm in length with a tri-CCD (Charaed 
Coupled Device) col or camera. The lighting was constitued by two neon glow lamps. In °the 
resulting video images, one pixel represents approximately 1.3 mm of sediment. Because of the 
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high sampling density of the video imaging, the resulting data files are huge and were stored on 
1.2 Gigabytes magneto-optical disks. 
Because of the time pressure during the cruise, the concatenation of the 75-cm images as well as 
the complete image processing could not be achieved on board the MW'ioll DlIfreslle. The data 
processing will make it possible to eliminate illumination distorsions which result in relatively 
strong, 75-cm cycles in the un processed video images. 
We took color pictures of the 75-cm intervals that were scanned. 
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Calcareous nannofossil assemblages were examined in core catchers of cores retrieved during 
the IMAGES-MD 101 cruise in order to provide age estimates for the core bases. Conventional 
biostratigraphy, using highest and lowest occurence data of marker species, allows the 
identification of three biozones in the Late Pleistocene (NN21, NN20 and NN 19; Mru1ini, 
1971). The NN 19/20 boundary is marked by the last occurence of Pseudoemiliania laclIllosa, 
and the NN20121 boundary corresponds to the first occurence of Emiliallia hllx/eyi . In order to 
increase the stratigraphic resolution, it is possible to use the "acmes" of some coccolithophore 
species. 
Works of Pujos (1988) and Weaver (1993), give a strati graphic framework based on isotopic 
stages that we used during the MD-IMAGE to I cruise: 
I acme of Emi/iallia izuxleyi during Stage I to 3 
2 acme of Gephyrocapsa lIlulleare during Stage 5 
3 acme of small Gepizyrocapsa spp during Stage 6 to 8 
4 acme of Gepizyrocapsa caribbeanica during Stage 9 to 15 
In addition to this framework, a higher resolution can be achieved by looking at the abundances 
of coccoliths which proved to be usually higher during odd isotopic stages in the North Atlantic 
Ocean. 
The following table summarizes our observations using conventional biostratigraphy, acmes 
and abundance of coccolithophores. 
Note: If conventional biostratigraphy (LAD, FAD) provides a reliable biochronological scale 
(the LAD of P. lacllIlOsa and the FAD of E. hllxleyi have been recognized as widely spread 
isochronous datums), the use of acmes and abundances is a recent improvement of the coccolith 
biostratigraphy. Their dependence on local ecological factors which could result in 
chronological discrepancies, has not been tested enough yet. 
Mrutini, E. , Standard Tertiary and Quaternary calcareous nannoplankton zonation, In 
Proceedings of the 2nd planktoll cOllference, ROllla, A. Farinacci (ed), pp. 739-777, 
Roma, 1971. 
Pujos, A. , Spatio-temporal distribution of some Quaternary coccoliths, Oceallolog. Acta, 11, 
65-76, 1988. 
Weaver, P.P.E., High resolution stratigraphy of marine Quaternary suqences, In High 
resolution stratigrapizy, 70, E.A. Hailwood and R.B. Kidd (ed) , pp. 137-153, 
Geophysical Society Special Publication, 1993. 
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CORE (sample) Depth Martini Zones Coccoliths Iso. stage 
MD95 2001 (cc) 22 .37 NN21 >G.m.; E.h. 5 
MD95 2002 (2890) NN21 >G.m.; E.h.; RW 5 
MD95 2002 (cc) 29.99 NN21 low abundance 6 
MD952003 (cc) 27.55 NN19 >G.c ; P.!' 13 
MD95 2004 (cc) 28.48 NN20 > G.c. 9 (or 10-11) 
MD95 2005 (cc) 22.02 barren 
MD95 2008 (cc) 21.50 rare- small G. 
MD95 2009 (cc) 32.52 barren 
MD95 2010 (cc) ' 17.65 NN20 >G.c.; small G. 8-10 
MD95 2011 (cc) 19.77 NN21 >G.m.; E.h.; RW 3-4 
MD95 2012 (cc) 13.10 NN21 >RW (>G.m.; E.h.) 
MD95 2013 (cc) 33.54 NN21 >G.m. E.h. 5 
MD95 2014 (3356) 34.50 NN19 >G.c.; ?P.!' 13 
MD95 2015 (3267) 32.86 NN19 >G.c.; ?P.!' 13 
MD95 2016 (3190) 32.86 NN19 >G.c.; ?P.!' 13 
MD95 2017 (cc) 34.58 NN18 >G.c.(abund.) 9 or 11 
MD95 2019 (1210) 12.86 barren 
MD95 2020 (cc) 8.63 barren 
MD95 2021 (cc) 4.48 NN21 >E.h., low abun. 2-3 
MD95 2022 (cc) 18.34 NN19 >G.c.; P.!' 1201' 15 
MD95 2023 (cc) 34.68 barren 
MD95 2027 (cc) 46.70 NN19 >G.c.; P.!' 13 
(4640/4560) HO P.!' (0.47 Ma) 
MD95 2030 (cc) 35.56 NN19 P.!'; Low abun,RW >12 
MD95 2031 (cc) 27.00 RW 
MD95 2034 (cc) 47.16 NN21 small G ,L.ab. 6 
MD95 2035 (cc) 39.25 NN20 >G.c. 9 
MD95 2036 (cc) 52 NN21 >small G.abund. 7 
MD95 2037 (cc) 35.81 NN19 >G.c; P.!' 13-15 
MD95 2038 (cc) 37.86 NN19 >G.c; P.!' 13-15 
MD95 2039 (cc) 35.73 NN20 >G.c.(1ow abund.) 10 
MD95 2040 (cc) 35.24 NN20 >G.c. (abund. ) 9 or 11 
MD95 2041 (cc) 17.62 NN21 >G.m. 5 
MD95 2042 (cc) 39.58 NN21 >small G. 7 
MD95 2043 (cc) 37.40 NN20 >sm.G.+ G.c+RW 8 
Table 1: Coccolith biostratigraphy forthe base of the cores retrievied during MD-IMAGE 101 
cruise: > = acme; small G. = small Gep!Jyrocapsa .sp. , G.c. = G.caribbeallica; G.m. = G. 
mllellerae ; E.h. = E. !JlIxleyi ; P.!.= Pselldoemiliania lacllnosa; RW = reworked species (pre-





The report for each site contains the following pieces of infonnation: 
* First page : 
. a site description (location, water depth, length of core); 
- a detailed map showing the core(s) location; 
- 3.5 kHz site survey (when available). 
* Second page : 
. selected, high-resolution physical properties records 
- magnetic susceptibility; 
- GRAPE density; 
- col or reflectance - parameter a, b or L 
* Third page : 
- the entire set of physical properties records obtained on board 
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- magn. suscepti., acoustic veloc., GRAPE density (from MST); 
- L, a and b parameters (color reflectance data) 
* Fourth page : 
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grains(" deuicarbonate ") 
carbonated silty clay (biogenic and 
deuit.al carbonate) 
abundant volcanic glass 
Dropstone 
The sediments were qualified according to the 
dominant constituants and the texture of the lithic 
fraction. Clayey ooze: >50 % biogenic skeletons. 
cllly dominates the lithic fraction. 
Structure 
burrowing 
Iron sulfide (FeS) dots and patches 
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46 Core MD 95-2001 
lat: 46°48.17 N - long: 08°40.28 W 
water depth: 3788 m 
length: 22.37 m 
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Core MD 95-2003 
lat: 55°10.61 N - long: 14°45.32 W 
water depth: 2365 m 
length: 26.93 m 
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Core MD 95-2004 
lat: 55°28 .07 N - long: 14°40.51 W 
water depth: 2177 m 
length: 28.485 m 
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Core MD 95-2005 
la!: 5r02 N - long: 10°03.83 W 
water depth: 2130 m 
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Core MD 95-2006 
lat: 5r 01 .81 N - long: 10°03.48 W 
water depth : 2122 m 
length: 30 ,22 m 
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Core MD95-2006 not opened on board. 
No sediment description. 
70 
Core M095-2007 
lat: 5]031.06 N - long: 08°23.17 W 
water depth: 158 m 








Core MD95-2007 not measured on MST. 
72 IMAGES-MDIOI 
IMAGES-MDIOI 73 
Core MD95-2007 not opened on board. 
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Core MD 95-2008 
lat: 62°44_35 N - long: 03°59.64 W 
water depth : 1016 m 
length: 21.5 m 
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78 Core MD 95-2009-
lat: 62°44.25 N - long: 03°59.86 W 
water depth: 1027 m 
length: 32.43 m 
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82 Core MD 95-2010 
lat: 66°41.05 N - long: 04°33.97 E 
Water depth: 1226 m 
length : 32 .53 m 
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lat: 66°58.18 N - long: 07°38.36 E 
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90 Core MD 95-2012 
lat: 72°09 .06 N - long: 11 °26.06 E 
water depth: 2094 m 
length: 19.76 m 
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Core MD 95-2014 
lat: 60°34.93 N - long: 22°04.52 W 
water depth: 2397 m 
length: 33.61 m 
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lat: 58°45 .74 N - long: 25°57.54 W 
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Core MD 95-2017 
lat: 53°02,56 N . long : 33°31,51 W 
water depth: 3100 m 
length : 34,59 m 
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Magnoti(; Acoustic Bulk 
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Core MD95-2017 not opened on board. 
No sediment description. 
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Core MD 95-2018 
lat: 50°43,88 N - long: 43°08 ,54 W 
water depth: 4221 m 
length: 14,7 m 
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Core MD 95-2019 
lat: 51 °05 .68 N - long: 3°13.27 W 
water depth: 4262 m 
length: 12.86 m 
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Core MD 95-2020 
lat: 51 °02.42 N - long: 43°00 .62 W 
water depth: 4289 m 
length : 8.63 m 
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126 Core MD 95-2021 
lat: 50°51.81 N - long: 42°44.49 W 
water depth: 4283 m 
length : 4.48 m 
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Core MD 95-2022 
lat: 50°34.38 N - long: 43°03.51 W 
water depth: 4245 m 
length : 18.37 m 
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!34 Core MD 95-2023 
lat: 50°58,32 N - long: 43°13,04 W 
water depth: 4198 m 
length: 34,68 m 
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Core MD 95-2024 
lat: 50°12.40 N - long: 45°41.22 W 
water depth: 3539 m 
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1 IMAGES-MDJOJ 141 
Core MD95-2024 not opened on board. 
No sediment description. 
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Core MD 95-2025 
lat: 49°47 .65 N - long: 46°41.85 W 
water depth: 3009 m 
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Core MD95-2025 not opened on board. 








Core MD 95-2026 
lat: 480 13.62 N - long: 460 39 .39 W 
water depth: 878 m 
length : 27 .91 m 
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Core MD95-2026 not opened on board. 
No sediment description. 
150 Core MD 95-2027 
lat: 41 °44.67 N - long: 47"24.79 W 
water depth: 4112 m 
length: 47 .67 m 
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154 Core MD 95-2028 
lat: 42°05.99 N - long: 52°44.85 W 
water depth: 3368 m 
length: 34.2 m 
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35~~~~ 35~~~LW 35L-~L-~ 
o 90 180 1400 1600 1.2 2.2 
IMAGES-MD1 0l 
IMAGES-MDIOI 157 
Core MD95-2028 not opened on board. 
No sediment description. 
158 Core MD 95-2029 IMAGES-MDIOI 
lat: 43°06,78 N - long: 55°15,96 W 
water depth: 4156 m 
length: 35,1 m 
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Core MD95-2029 not opened on board. 
No sediment description. 
162 Core MD 95-2030 
lat: 44°19.14 N - long: 53°43.44 W 
water depth: 1573 m 
length : 35 .59 m 
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166 Core MD 95-2031 
lat: 44°18.45 N - long: 53°44.14 W 
water depth : 1570 m 
length : 27.72 m 
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o 100 1400 1600 1800 1.2 2.2 
IMAGES-lrfDIOI 
IMAGES-MDIOI 169 
Core MD95-2031 not opened on board. 
No sediment description. 
170 Core MD 95-2032 
lat: 44°39.46 N - long: 55°37.14 W 
water depth: 1433 m 
length : 28 .54 m 
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Core MD95-2032 not measured on MST. 
172 IMAGES-MDIOI 
IMAGES-MDIOI 173 
Core MD95-2032 not opened on board. 
No sediment description. 
174 Core MD 95-2033 
lat: 44°39.87 N - long: 55°37.21 W 
water depth: 1412 m 
length: 29.68 m 
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1.2 2.2 3.2 
IMAGES-MD!O! 
IMAGES-MDIOI 177 
Core MD9S-2033 not opened on board. 
No sediment description. 
178 Core MD 95-2034 IMAGES·MDIOJ 
o 
lat: 33°41.46 N - long: 57"34.55 W 
water depth: 4461.5 m 
length: 47.16 m 
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Dens. L 
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48 '-'-'-~ 48 '-'--~~'-"-' 48 '---"'---'~"--' 48 48 48 w.l-LLL.l.J..Lo.J 
o 100 1400 1600 1.2 2.2 30 40 50 60 -3 0 3 6 2 6 10 
MD 95.2034_ 
~~ 
Colol Lithology Color Litholugy Color 
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Li thology Color ~ 0 --, f) ~~~~:t:'1 :t:'1 12 - - ::=:=::t=:-2t 24 r ~~~~~~:t:l 
11, 11 YR 6/2 
Cl J :1:t:, :t:,:t:, Na nnorossil OOle ~:::::::::~ Nanno-bcaring I II YR ·Il. ~'1 :r:'1 :t:'1:t:'1 [;l 5 :1~'1:r:'1 :r:'1 [0 YR ~f! IQ YR 511 fXI ~'1:t:'1:r:'1:t:'1 :1:t:,:r:'1 :t:, D< ::::::::~::;:1 silty clay VII Uintumiceous silty clay ~'1 :r:'1:r:'1:r:'1 ~ :::;::::j::::~ with dCLriLic carbonate J ~'1 :r:'1;-r.1 :r:'1 13 - :j::::::::::~ 25 37 - ~'1 :t:'1:r:'1 :r:'t tl J :1:t:,:t:,:Y.t IU YR .It: Dct ritic carbonate ~'1 :r:'1:r:'1 :r:'1 
-~ ~'1:r:'1:r:'1 :r:'1 - III silty clay r- ~'1:r:'1:r:'1:r:'1 '" -" :1:t:,:r:, :t:, with nannoro~sil.\ S Y -I l l Na nllofossils silt)' clay ~'1:r:'1:r:'1:r:'1 :1:r:,:t:,:t:, ~'1:r:'t:r:'1 :r:'t III YR 7f1 2 -i 15 14- 3B- Nannos ooze ~'1 :r:'1 :r:'1 :r:'1 IIII~ 5 YR 5f:! 26 ~'1 :r:'1:r:'1 :r:'1 I~ :1 :t:,:t:,,:t:, {) rH 7fJ X Dclrilic carbonate ~)'~,ri.T~: 1><' ~'1:r:'1:r:'t:r:'1 with few r;ldiolali~n ~ , :1:t:'1:t:,:r:, silty clay VIII :'::'1~'1~'1: (] YR 51·' Clayey 1llll1ll0rossils ~'1~'1~'1!'1 fOr.l tll s, pyrite " wilh few nannoro~si l ~ " :1 :t:., :t:'1~'1 ~":1":1":1' ooze 3 -i -", ~'1:t:'1 :t:'1 :t:'1 15 - - ~~'1 :t:'1 :t:'1 ~ 39 .. :1': .:1'.:1:. ~Ii~~ 27 ::-:'':'1:t:'1~'1' 5 Y ·111 I!I YI( 5/.1 ~:t:'1:t:'1:t:.,~ Silty nann ofos.. .. ils . wl lh \lllUe f ~tliol ~ri~lh XI IJ YR 41) ~~'1~'1~"~ III YR 611 ooze 
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Core MD 95-2035 
lat: 33°29.20 N - long: 5r 53.1 6 W 
water depth: 4286 m 
length: 39.25 m 
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Core MD 95-2036 
~_I=MAGES-MDI0 ! 
lat: 33°4 i.44 N - long: 57"34.55 ~ . 
water depth: 4461.5 m 
length: 52.64 m 
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Unopened sections I to XXVI: 0·4050 cm 




































Core MD 95-2037 
lat: 37°05.23 N - long: 32°01 .87 W 
water depth: 2159 m 
length : 35.81 m 
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lat: 3]047.99 N - long: 10°09 .99 W 
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